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1 INTRODUCTION

Sentiment analysis (SA), also referred to as opinion mining, stands as one of the most successful
tasks within the realm of Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Marreddy & Mamidi, 2023; Hussein,
2018). It entails the detection, extraction, and classification of opinions and emotions expressed in
textual input by users(Ravi & Ravi, 2015). Despite Arabic experiencing exponential growth in
online users (Al-Ayyoub et al., 2019), the complexity of the language, its divergence from English
language characteristics, and various cultural and historical factors have led to a scarcity of studies
on Arabic sentiment analysis (ASA)(El-Masri et al., 2017).

Arabic can be categorized into three main types: Classical Arabic (CA), Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA), and Dialectal Arabic (DA) (Ghallab et al., 2020). Among these, the majority of online
users tend to utilize a combination of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and Dialectal Arabic (DA),
presenting considerable challenges in Arabic text processing(Abdulla et al., 2013).

This study reveals a paucity of Arabic datasets dedicated to sentiment analysis, many of which are
outdated(Alayba et al., 2018) , and most suffer from relatively small sizes (less than 20,000)(Alharbi
et al., 2020) . For instance, datasets such as ArTwitter (Abdulla et al., 2013), introduced in 2013,
ASTD (Nabil et al., 2015), proposed in 2015, and the Arabic Health Services (AHS) dataset (Alayba,
2019), released in 2019, are notable examples. Remarkably, Arabic sentiment analysis benchmark
datasets related to COVID-19 are notably scarce. This dearth not only hinders ASA research but
also fails to reflect the latest advancements in the field. To address these gaps, this paper proposes,
ArSen-201, a COVID-19 themed Arabic benchmark dataset curated through manual annotation by
our trained and professional annotation team. By doing so, we aim to mitigate the aforementioned
issues and furnish ASA research with an updated benchmark dataset featuring more precise data
annotations and a larger volume of data, thereby contributing to the ASA mission within the NLP
domain.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 delineates the pertinent details of the
proposed ArSen-20 dataset, while Section 3 presents a summary of the article and outlines avenues
for future research.

2 DATASET DESCRIPTION

The ArSen-20 dataset originates from the AROT-COV23 dataset, as introduced by (Xu & Yan,
2023). The AROT-COV23 dataset encompasses approximately 500,000 original Arabic COVID-
19-related tweets spanning from January 2020 to January 2023. From this extensive corpus, we
randomly selected 20,000 tweets and meticulously categorized them into three distinct classes: pos-
itive, neutral, and negative sentiments.

After classifying the sentiment information of each tweets, we counted the number of each category
and divided the dataset into training set, verification set and test set in a ratio of 8:1:1. The spe-
cific statistical information is shown in Table 1. Furthermore, for comprehensive insights into the
label distribution and dataset characteristics, we furnish the meanings of labels and details of the
annotation process in Appendix A, with further elaboration provided in Appendix B.

1This dataset is available at https://github.com/123fangyang/ArSen-20.
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Table 1: The ArSen-20 dataset statistics.
Statistics Num

Training set size 16000
Validation set size 2000
Testing set size 2000
Neutral 17262
Positive 878
Negative 1860

It is our aspiration that the ArSen-20 dataset will serve as a valuable resource for the research com-
munity, facilitating deeper investigations into the emotional landscape of individuals in the Arab
region during the COVID-19 pandemic. Through this endeavor, we endeavor to elevate the promi-
nence of Arabic within the realm of NLP research.

3 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces the ArSen-20 dataset, a curated collection comprising 20,000 original Twitter
data entries spanning from January 2020 to January 2023. Through meticulous manual labeling, we
have effectively addressed prevalent issues within existing Arabic datasets, including staleness, lim-
ited volume, and suboptimal quality. By doing so, we have not only provided an updated, larger, and
more accurate benchmark dataset for the field of ASA but also laid the groundwork for advancing
research in this domain.

The significance of the ArSen-20 dataset transcends the confines of ASA, offering potential appli-
cability in various other NLP tasks. For instance, its robustness and diversity make it suitable for
tasks such as guiding marketing strategies, managing public opinion, and more. By providing this
comprehensive resource, we endeavor to catalyze advancements not only in ASA but also in the
broader spectrum of NLP research.

In conclusion, the ArSen-20 dataset represents a significant contribution to the field of Arabic sen-
timent analysis and NLP research at large. By leveraging this resource, researchers can unlock new
insights, address pressing challenges, and propel the field towards new frontiers of discovery and
impact.
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A ANNOTATION PROCESS

During the sentiment analysis (SA) task of tweet text, our annotation process categorizes tweets into
three distinct classes: positive, neutral, and negative. Positive tweets typically exhibit emotional
tendencies such as altruism, abundance, accolades, while neutral tweets may convey tones such
as accentuation or alertness. Conversely, negative tweets often express sentiments like abolition,
addiction, or alienation (Taboada, 2016).

Our researchers adhered to specific guidelines throughout the labeling process:

1. Classification of Tweet Types: Tweets categorized as ”News” and ”Business” are treated
as factual statements, whereas those labeled as ”Editorial” or ”Letter to the Editor” are
regarded as opinions(Yu & Hatzivassiloglou, 2003).

2. Objective Facts: Irrespective of whether they convey positive or negative news, factual
statements are labeled as neutral.

3. Author’s Perspective: Sentiment annotations should reflect the viewpoint of the tweet’s
author rather than that of the annotator.

4. Contextual Consideration: Label selection is contingent upon the context of the tweet’s
content.

5. Handling Mixed Content: Tweets containing a mixture of positive and negative words re-
quire careful consideration during labeling.

6. Emoticon Influence: Emoticons are considered as cues for determining tweet sentiment.
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Table 2: Tweets field feature information.
Field Type Description

tweet id string The unique identifier of the requested Tweet.
label string Sentiment Classification of this tweet.
created at data Creation time of the Tweet.
lang string Language of the Tweet,if detected by Twitter.
like count int The number of likes on this tweet.
quote count int The number of times this tweet has been quoted.
reply count int The number of replies to this tweet.
retweet count int The number of retweets to this tweet.
tweet string The actual UTF-8 text of the Tweet.
user verified boolean Indicates if this user is a verified Twitter User.
followers count int The number of followers of the author.
following count int The number of following of the author.
tweet count int Total number of tweets by the author.
listed count int The number of public lists that this user is a member of.
name string The name of the user.
username string The Twitter screen name,handle,or alias.
user created at data The UTC datetime that the user account was created.
description string The text of this user’s profile description(bio).

An exemplary tweet annotation is provided in Table 4. For tweets with mixed content, we employ a
quantitative approach, tallying the number of positive and negative words present. The predominant
sentiment is then determined based on this count, with tweets containing more positive words being
labeled as positive, and vice versa.

B DATASET DETAILS

By utilizing the Python ’random’ module with a seed value of 42, we conducted random sampling on
the AROT-COV23 dataset, resulting in the selection of 20,000 data points to constitute our dataset,
named ArSen-20. The rationale behind this random sampling approach is to extract a subset from
the entire dataset that effectively captures its overarching characteristics. This methodology not only
reduces the dataset size to a manageable extent but also maintains its representativeness, thereby
facilitating expedited analysis and processing speeds.

Our ArSen-20 dataset not only includes the textual content of original tweets from Twitter users but
also integrates essential metadata related to both users and tweets. This comprehensive approach
enriches the contextual understanding of Arabic sentiment analysis (ASA). Table 2 provides de-
tailed information about the tweet field features. Through this table, users can easily discern the
significance conveyed by each data field in our dataset, facilitating its utilization.

In the context of conducting ASA research using the ArSen-20 dataset, not all data fields may be
utilized. Therefore, to streamline subsequent research endeavors, we have curated a selection of the
most pertinent data fields that are likely to be employed. These selected fields are represented using
functional symbols, as illustrated in Table 3. For instance, the field information can be categorized
into three components: tweet text information f1, context information{f2, f3}, and numerical con-
text information{f4, . . . , f12}. Researchers can then integrate these three components as inputs into
their models, facilitating seamless experimentation and analysis.

The distribution of sentiment across the dataset is illustrated in Figure 1. As depicted, the majority
of tweets exhibit a neutral sentiment (86.3%), followed by negative sentiment (9.3%), with positive
sentiment being the least prevalent (4.4%).
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Table 3: An example of ArSen-20 dataset fields that can be used in ASA.

# Field Value

- tweet id 1268339838186594048
- label 1
f1 tweet . . . ðQå
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f2 description Neurologist.Tweets are notes ...
f3 created at 2020-06-04 00:32:36+00:00
f4 like count 1
f5 quote count 0
f6 reply count 0
f7 retweet count 0
f8 followers count 228
f9 following count 897
f10 tweet count 9029
f11 listed count 0
f12 user verified False

Table 4: Labels used in annotation and examples of each.

Labels Example in Arabic English Translation
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 There are many female students who are...
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Figure 1: The proportion of different sentiment in ArSen-20 dataset.
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